GOVERNMENT OF ARUNACHAL PRADESH
OFFICE OF THE ADDITIONAL DEPUTY COMMISSIONER:: RUKSIN
EAST SIANG DISTRICT


LAND AVAILABILITY CERTIFICATE

This is to certify that, a plot of land measuring 1,21,410.00 Sq. Mtrs located at Oyan Village of Oyan – Sille Circle East Siang District, Arunachal Pradesh fully described in the schedule mention herein after, is owned by Vivekananda Kendra Vidyalaya Oyan. It is also certified that the said entire Land comprises of as a single plot of land.

It is further certified that Vivekananda Kendra Vidyalaya Oyan, Oyan Village, in Oyan – Sille Circle, East Siang District, Arunachal Pradesh is located on the said plot of land.

Boundary Description:-

b. South : - Link Road of DPTS.
c. East : - RWD Road.
d. West : - PWD Road

This Certificate is issued to Vivekananda Kendra Vidyalaya Oyan, on their request for onward submission to CBSE, New Delhi in connection with School affiliation purpose only. It is further certified that there is no Violation in the area of Land occupied by Vivekananda Kendra Vidyalaya Oyan since its establishment in 1977.

This Certificate is issued subject to U/S 7 of the Bengal Eastern Frontier (Regulation) 1873.
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